EAT

**DANIEL LEVY DINNERWARE**
HANDMADE TO ORDER

The image is of recent dinnerware patterns, layered upon each other, creating a collage effect. It is all porcelain, decorated with various surface textures, colored slips and hand-applied 22k gold accents. (It is also available with platinum.) To The Trade Only or daniellevyporcelain.com Pricing on request. Allow 12-14 weeks for delivery.

COVENTRY KNOB WITH SOLEIL PLATE IN VINTAGE BRASS

The new Coventry knob is made of beautiful black porcelain and offers a simple rounded design notable for its timeless appeal and exceptional versatility.

GrandeurHardware.com

PULL

**THE ORGANIC SERIES**
draws its inspiration from the biomorphic works of Henry Moore. Fabricated of blackened and polished investment cast brass, this series plays up the juxtaposition of positive and negative space. The undulating forms and imperfect surface make them ideal for more natural and sculptural spaces.

neststudiocollection.com

THE GLAZE SERIES

in partnership with New York ceramic artist Jonathan Castro, is the first of Nest Studio’s artisan collaborations. This handmade series plays up the beauty and tactile nature of ceramic in a set of statement pulls. The organic feel of the ribbed ceramics seamlessly contrasts the precise curvature of the satin brass backplates.

neststudiocollection.com

PUSH

**COVENTRY KNOB WITH SOLEIL PLATE IN VINTAGE BRASS**

The new Coventry knob is made of beautiful black porcelain and offers a simple rounded design notable for its timeless appeal and exceptional versatility.

GrandeurHardware.com

OGLE

**MIKE DURLAM & MONTY J**
MM0004, Ceramic and Mixed Media 2017, 18" x 21" greenpointhill.com

**THE GLAZE SERIES**
in partnership with New York ceramic artist Jonathan Castro, is the first of Nest Studio’s artisan collaborations. This handmade series plays up the beauty and tactile nature of ceramic in a set of statement pulls. The organic feel of the ribbed ceramics seamlessly contrasts the precise curvature of the satin brass backplates.

neststudiocollection.com